
How fraudsters are trying to bypass
KYC & compliance checks

Part III: Impersonation



We've created this materiał to explain how 

fraudsters obtain data, forge documents and try to 

bypass security checks. The re are multiple 

scenarios in which this can be done. There are also 

multiple ways of preventing it from happening 

which we will also explain at the end of this short 

e-book. 

In the third part we will focus on fake identity. We In the third part we will focus on fake identity. We 

will show how fraudsters try to impersonate real 

people using different tools, devices, and software.



Fake identity

In this section, we'll discuss the different types of fake IDs and how to In this section, we'll discuss the different types of fake IDs and how to 
identify them. The first division, hybrid identity, is when the ID is a 
mixture of real and fake information. The second division, synthetic 
identity, is when the ID was not originally made by someone but 
rather was created through software or another means. This could 
include IDs that have been created with stolen data. 

Hybrid identity
  
A hybrid identity is a mixture of two legitimate and fraudulent identi-
ties. One may use a false identity to purchase products or acces a 
services or sensitive information. Hybrid identity may be used to 
mask a genuine identity and online activity, making tracking or 
identifying harder.



Synthetic Identity

Synthetic identities are bogus credentials anchored with factual in-
formation to circumvent security. In contrast, conventional identity 
theft relies on hackers acquiring parts or complete sets of informa-
tion reflecting a real identity.

Synthetic identity theft combines a stolen SSN with fabricated per-
sonal information. It's used to create accounts, buy things, or steal 
money. Synthetic identity fraud (SIF) is a new kind of theft that ex-
ploits people and organizations unable to handle data security 
issues.

Hackers create synthetic identities in two ways: 

•    Manipulated Synthetics: A hacker takes genuine information, 
usually a social security number, and creates a synthetic identity 
with phone numbers, addresses, phony names, etc. 

•    Manufactured Synthetics: If a hacker can acquire false or 
non-existent SSNs (from a range of randomly assigned numbers), 
they can establish a fully-faked identity.



Why are synthetic identity threats increasing?

Improved credit card security makes hacking less simple. New card Improved credit card security makes hacking less simple. New card 
protection, compliance requirements, and the ability to detect and 
reverse fraudulent transactions have made credit card theft diffi-
cult. Because of the online eCommerce and digital marketplaces' 
user-friendliness, many digital-only or hybrid stores accept Card 
Not Present (CNP) transactions, making them susceptible to fraud.



Similarity Fraud

What is Similarity Fraud?

Similarity fraud (sometimes called look-alike fraud) is a sort of im-
personation fraud in which the attacker exploits the victim's person-
al information. This fraud is difficult to identify since the offender 
may access the victim's information.

Many motivations exist for committing such fraud:

•    Clandestine immigrants crossing borders
•    Illegal immigrants without work permits;
•    Organized crime members who wish to operate globally
•    People who cover their identity.



Similarity Fraud Explained

As anti-forgery and anti-counterfeiting methods developed, crimi-
nals shifted to more straightforward identity fraud, such as similarity 
fraud. Similarity fraud uses several methods. 

Example:

The UK's National Crime Agency disbanded a passport brokerage 
company in 2021 for giving imitation passports to 100 high-level 
criminals. The individual would apply for a new passport using the 
criminal's pictures. This is the most advanced method of generating 
fraudulent identity papers since the document is genuine and 
issued by a national body. Attackers seeking an identity document 
will adopt the same haircut, hair color, spectacles, and beard, to 
fool the administrative agent. Sometimes altered photographs, 
which incorporate both people's physical attributes, are utilized. 



How to examine an identity paper for Similarity Fraud

According to the UK Home Office's National Document Fraud Unit, 
one may identify similarity fraud by checking IDs.

1.  Look for moles, scars, teeth, etc.
2.  Is the age on the identity paper compatible?
3.  One should examine ears, mouth, nose, and eyes separately;
4.  Check each feature's location.4.  Check each feature's location.
5.  Consider facial form.
6.  The presenter should be able to duplicate the signature easily.

Still manual inspections aren't as accurate as face recognition and 
liveness checks.



Authorized Push Payment fraud

Authorized Push Payment (APP) fraud occurs when a fraudster con-
vinces a firm to transfer money to a bank account they control. This 
may be done through social engineering tactics like impersonation 
or hacking payment systems to modify bank account data.

Authorized Push Payment Impersonation Fraud

APP fraud via impersonation is when a scammer claims to be a 
member of your company or a supplier and requests money for a 
specific scenario or as payment for products or services.
Due to hurry and an inclination to obey upper management's direc-Due to hurry and an inclination to obey upper management's direc-
tives, the individual sends the money to the fraudster's bank ac-
count. This money is swiftly routed via various means and is hard to 
recoup once the fraud is exposed.



Fraudulent payment demands

Another method is to mimic a supplier and issue a fake invoice. 
Based on the fraudster's expertise, this may be timed to match a 
regular payment.

This expertise generally results from a successful phishing scam, This expertise generally results from a successful phishing scam, 
when the fraudster accessed your system with a malicious email. 
This lets them see regular payment periods and amounts, invoice 
looks, and the names of those involved.
The phony payment request might be hard to see for the finance 
person making the payment.



3d masks 

As can be seen, compared to relatively straightforward biometric As can be seen, compared to relatively straightforward biometric 
attacks like a screen image, there are fewer 2D and 3D masks. This 
bolsters the notion that biometrics generally act as a potent deter-
rent. Lone or inexperienced fraudsters won't want to spend the 
money or effort trying to mislead the system in this way because 3D 
masks are expensive. Your firm must still be protected from these 
types of attacks, though. Since fraud rings and organized crime are 
more likely to employ sophisticated strategies like these in the 
future, we predict that assaults like these will rise.

How fraudsters 
are trying to fool 
biometrics checks?



Photos of screens are the most common biometric attack

The biometrics attack methods that we encounter most commonly 
are the simplest ones. 56% of all selfie spoofs and 48% of all video 
spoofs were created by fraudsters who took pictures of images on 
screens as opposed to their own faces.
To put this into context, a scammer using a stolen ID might conduct To put this into context, a scammer using a stolen ID might conduct 
an internet search to get an image of that person on social media 
or another online platform, then try to pass that off as a selfie.

Another common technique used by fraudsters to circumvent bio-
metric verification is a false identification document. They snap a 
picture of the identity document to make sure the image matches 
what was observed during the document check.



Deepfakes

Deepfakes are recordings prepared with artificial intelligence, in Deepfakes are recordings prepared with artificial intelligence, in 
which a specific person's face can be inserted into any video mate-
rial. To create a convincing video, fraudsters need photos or videos 
on which deepfake will be based. By using these data and algo-
rithms, a computer program learns how to imitate a person’s voice 
and facial expressions, movements, mannerisms, intonation, and 
vocabulary. 

Those who use video verification solutions to onboard clients don’t 
have to worry. Video verifications that are backed by a specialist 
and biometric processes that can verify the identity of individuals 
using advanced techniques can recognize whether the recording is 
in real-time or computer-generated. 

In live video identification during a video call, it is next to impossible In live video identification during a video call, it is next to impossible 
to cheat the procedure by using deepfakes. This is because of both 
automated and manual checks aimed at detecting such spoofing 
procedures. 



During the connection, the specialist pays attention to the back-
ground and how the character interacts with it, whether the light 
and shadows look realistic and whether there are any strange dis-
turbances in the recording. When dealing with deepfakes, it is also 
worth paying attention to the appearance of teeth and eyes, as well 
as details related to clothing. These are often problematic elements 
to animate.

But what about those who use automated identity verification 
tools? To be honest, until now there were less than a few proper KYC 
tools that could offer a proper level of security during an automated 
user verification process. Until now.  Fully-Verified automated KYC 
service – Auto-Verify allows users to access a given platform within 
as little as 10 seconds without any friction, while at the same time 
preventing the most advanced fraud attempts such as deep fakes. 



Our services were designed from the beginning to eliminate all the 
previously mentioned fraud attempts while at the same time maxi-
mizing pass rates.

Each user going through our identity verifications:
has their documents checked and validated
is checked whether he/she is a real person

It means that we verify whether the document shown is genuine i.e. 
is not a spoof, there’s no digital or physical tampering done and 
whether the physical document is present i.e. is not a screenshot.

On top of that, we verify if the person is not using any 2d or 3d 
masks, pre-recorded videos, or trying to hide behind a deep fake 
injection. 

For you, it means even if fraudsters were able to obtain any stolen For you, it means even if fraudsters were able to obtain any stolen 
data, they would not be able to use it in our process because our 
system would be able to quickly pick it up.

How do we
prevent businesses 
from identity fraud?


